
Message from SIRIUS 16.11. 2021
Full Moon the Pillars of Fire
We greet you children of light, we bring you peace in your hour of need, for there is
great need for stability in your world right now.
Another cycle is coming to a close, revealing more of the truth that you have all been
waiting for. Yet we urge you to base your reality only on that which comes from within,
for you live in a realm that is riddled with illusions and deception; you live in the epoch of
the great confusion, which precedes the coming of the light.

Light is information and lack of information is darkness.
You have been living in the darkened cloud of illusion for thousands of years and now
that the dawn is breaking, many who have been clinging on to the old shadows must
leave this playing field that you call Earth.
They have played all their cards and have placed all their bets, but now as the time of
the great reveal Unfolds they will find that there is nothing left for them in this realm.

They have based their entire existence on operating from the shadows; spreading the
phantom of fear so no one may dare to seek the light. To this we say; all the brave souls
who have pushed through the veil of illusion will inherit the kingdom of light, for you
have all set yourselves on a course that shall lead you to the new earth reality.

As the illusions fade away, you will find that they are becoming louder than ever before.
Your Sun is transmitting the fires of heaven unto Earth, intensifying the transformative
process, washing away everything that is of lower vibration, and everything that is not in
tune with this shift will burn away, and pass into another reality.

All who do not wish to stay with Gaia will have to leave and continue their exploration in
a realm that is more intune with their specific needs.
Gaia has decided ages ago that she does not wish to repeat the same patterns as
before, she wishes to move on, to bring her children into a new phase of their evolution,
and to explore what the higher realms has to offer.

As we have said, great revelations are on their way, shining the truth of the light for all to
see. All who have vested their entire lives in lies that come from the dark will be “upset”
and this will cause much upheaval in your collective.
Most of your population has been meticulously prepared for the revealing of the truth,
yet there is a portion of your civilization that refuses to see reason time after time.
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As you are moving into the new reality all that is false will cease to inhabit this realm,
thus all the illusions that your culture was based on will also dissolve for it has no other
choice but to pass from this realm.
You came into this reality with the purpose to dismantle the system of illusions, now that
you have succeeded in your mission, the next step is stabilizing the collective while the
waters settle.

There was great distortion at the end days of Atlantis, back then all of it was washed
away to begin anew, and it will be so again, the only difference being that this cleansing
will take place on a consciousness level of the human race.
Once the Earth was cleansed by water, now it is purified by Fire, flowing eternally from
the Central Sun.

You are the pillars of Fire bridging Heaven and Earth, anchoring these high frequency
rays that are bombarding your planet. As you receive all the Planetary and Cosmic
healing codes, you anchor them in the collective, and since you are grounded with Gaia
you emanate a stabilizing force that ensures that the great Transformation flows in a
balanced way for the benefit of all life.

Exercise unconditional love in challenging situations, for that is the Key frequency able
to dissolve all of the distortion that is being acted out in your public.
Tune into your Heart Center, tune into the eternal fire that burns bright, let your Higher
Aspect be your guide during this shift, and radiate the frequencies of unconditional love
to all.

With that we leave your children of the light, be well, and stand bright in the light of Fire,
A’ho
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